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Melbourne, Australia 23rd September 2019: Titomic Limited (ASX: TTT) (“Titomic” or “Company”), the
Australian digital manufacturing solutions company is pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. Robert
Turner as the Company’s new Chief Financial Officer (CFO).
Robert arrives at Titomic having had an extensive and successful career as CFO with a number of large
organisations during their early formative days and taking them through rapid growth trajectories whilst
ensuring the companies were built on sound and scalable financial structures.
Robert commenced as one of the first employees of the Crown Resorts group where he held a number of
senior roles as Executive Vice President Corporate Development, and then Group Chief Financial Officer. He
was instrumental in the development and operation of the large-scale entertainment complex first in
Melbourne, Australia before assisting Crown with their expansion interstate and overseas.
Robert was also CFO of ASX listed on-line Travel business Webjet where he assisted the business to expand
its B2C and B2B operations internationally.
Robert’s most recent roles have included CFO/COO positions with software/technology and cleantech startup companies where he provided financial and operational guidance as well as leading their capital raising
activities.
Robert’s senior financial roles has seen him develop comprehensive financial management expertise including
end-to-end financial management, equity raising and debt financing and Corporate taxation including
structuring R&D tax concessions and offshore tax experience. He is a proven finance leader with a diverse
background of financial and general management experience within businesses embarking on significant
growth and change.
New Titomic CFO Robert Turner, commented:
“I am very excited to be joining Titomic at this pivotal time in the Company’s development. I look forward
to working with the existing Titomic team to expedite the Company’s global expansion whilst ensuring
its being structured for strong revenue growth within the digital manufacturing industry.”
Titomic Managing Director, Jeff Lang, commented:
“We’re very pleased to be able to secure Robert as CFO within our Executive Team. Robert’s experience
in taking companies through a phase of sustainable global expansion makes him the perfect addition to
compliment our already existing high-performing Executive Team.
I’d like to thank our current CFO Peter Vaughan who has now been appointed as Titomic’s Chief of
Business (COB) as a key driver of our global expansion and our commercial revenue opportunities.
Peter has been with Titomic since February 2017, taking the Company through its ASX listing to where
we are today.”
- - - END - - -
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Contacts:

Media:

Peter Vaughan
Company Secretary & CFO
Ph: +61 (0)3 9822 2222
peter.v@titomic.com

Trish Nicklin
Titomic Media Manager
Ph: +61 (0)2 9247 8533 / +61 (0)413 992 909
Trish.Nicklin@shedconnect.com

About Titomic Limited:
Titomic Limited (ASX:TTT) is an Australian public company specialising in digital manufacturing solutions for industrial scale metal additive
manufacturing using its patented Titomic Kinetic Fusion® (TKF) technology. The TKF technology provides unique capabilities for
producing commercially viable additively manufactured metal products competing directly with traditional manufacturing methods. Titomic
provides OEM production and R&D services from their TKF Smart Production Bureaus to the global Aerospace, Defence, Shipbuilding,
Oil & Gas, Mining and Automotive industries. Titomic also provides an extensive range of metal powders for 3D Printing especially Titanium
and super alloys whilst providing sales and support services for their TKF production systems.
For more information please visit: www.titomic.com

Forward-looking statements:
Certain statements made in this release are forward-looking statements and are based on Titomic’s current expectations, estimates and projections. Words such
as “anticipates,” “expects,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” “seeks,” “estimates,” “guidance” and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking
statements. Although Titomic believes the forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions, they are subject to certain risks and
uncertainties, some of which are beyond Titomic’s control, including those risks or uncertainties inherent in the process of both developing and commercialising
technology. As a result, actual results could materially differ from those expressed or forecasted in the forward-looking statements. The forward-looking
statements made in this release relate only to events as of the date on which the statements are made. Titomic will not undertake any obligation to release
publicly any revisions or updates to these forward-looking statements to reflect events, circumstances or unanticipated events occurring after the date of this
release except as required by law or by any appropriate regulatory authority.
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